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Ace the TEAS Test: Study Guide and Practice Tests for the TEAS V (Version 5) Exam  Developed

for students trying to pass the TEAS V exam, this comprehensive study guide includes:  -TEAS

Exam Overview -Comprehensive Reading Section Review -Comprehensive Mathematics Section

Review -Comprehensive Science Section Review -Comprehensive English and Language Usage

Section Review -Three Complete Full-Length TEAS Exams -Detailed Answer Explanations -Test

Taking Strategies  Each of the section reviews (Reading, Mathematics, Science, and English and

Language Usage) goes into detail to cover all of the content that will be covered by the TEAS exam.

 The TEAS practice exams were designed to be as close as possible to the real test questions that

you will face on test day. There are 170 questions in each practice test, which is the same as the

number of questions that are tested on each section of the TEAS exam. Note that on the actual

TEAS exam, only 150 of the questions will be scored. This adds up to over 500 practice questions

that will help you get ready for your exam.  The practice exams are each followed by detailed

answer explanations. If you miss a question on the practice exam, it's important that you are able to

understand the nature of your mistake and how to avoid making it again in the future. The answer

explanations will help you to learn from your mistakes and overcome them.  Understanding the

latest test taking strategies is essential to preparing you for what you will expect on the exam. A test

taker has to not only understand the material that is being covered on the test, but also must be

familiar with the strategies that are necessary to properly utilize the time provided and get through

the test without making any avoidable errors.  Anyone planning to take the TEAS exam should take

advantage of the review material, practice tests, and test taking strategies contained in this study

guide.
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This book has the same material that is on the real exam. It really helped me! Highly recommend to

anyone taking the TEAS.

The kindle version price is one of the cheapest well-rated study guides out there. This was the only

study guide I used before taking TEAS exam, and I scored 94% overall.Pros: the study material and

practice tests were very similar to what was tested. Nice price, convenient format for iPad user,

manageable (about 100 pages study and 3 practice tests), and test answer explanations were good

(but Google was needed to further explain some grammar rules).Cons: page composition of study

material is dull; no pictures or variation to a monotonous layout. But the test itself is dull, so I guess,

"oh well."Overall, very pleased with this purchase.

This book really helped, the info in the book is on the test. The book only missed a couple of things

that were on my test.After using the book I made high enough on my TEAS and I will be in the

nursing program at my school Spring 2016.

I LOVED this book! It was very very helpful and filled with tips and tricks even when they're giving

you answer explanations. 3 practice test for each section! Overall nothing but good things to say to

the point I came to write a review (which is very unlike me) highly recommend it!!!

I ordered this for my daughter to prepare her for her TEAS test that is coming up. She has been

studying diligently with this Study Guide & said it is really good!

In my opinion, this is one of the better TEAS prep guides out there. When I decided to go back to

college to study nursing school, I discovered that it's not quite as simple as just applying and being

accepted. Evidently lots of other people of all ages are also interested in becoming nurses, and

there simply aren't enough slots for everyone. Competition for these slots is fierce, and a big part of

that competition involves doing well on the TEAS. As someone who had been out of high school for

over a decade I knew the odds were stacked against me, and I was going to have to work hard to



achieve my goal.So I bought three TEAS study guides; this one, and two others. At first I made use

of all three; I'd rotate among them during my nightly study periods. But I gradually found myself

spending more time studying this one, and after a while I never really looked at the other two again.

And yes, I did well enough on the TEAS to qualify for nursing school. I worked hard and kept my

nose to the grindstone, and it's possible I could've passed the TEAS using another guide, but I'm

sure I wouldn't have done as well as I did if I hadn't had this guide. Here are some of the reasons I

recommend this guide, and a few areas where I think it could be improved.PROS:It's well organized

and the information flows logically, with new information building on things that came just before, as

opposed to the other guides I had. In both of them the instructional material seemed somewhat

disorganized, sometimes jumping from one topic to a new one that didn't really seem to be related.

This guide made the information easy to follow.It's written in everyday language that you don't have

to have a Ph.D. to understand, so it's accessible for everyone who needs to take the TEAS. It's not

that there aren't some big words in the guide, because you're obviously going to have to know quite

a few big words to do well on the TEAS. But the book explains these academic terms you may not

be familiar with by using ordinary language. Anyone who has earned a high school diploma should

have no trouble understanding anything in here. In the other books, the language at times could be

very dry and academic. If you already had a degree in nursing you would have no trouble

understanding those books, but why would you be reading a TEAS guide then?The information is

presented in small, bite size chunks. This is much more manageable for most people, compared to

long chapters with very few breaks. Others may disagree, but I prefer this format.It's not just

paragraph after paragraph of instructional material. There are lots of examples and illustrations

given to help make things crystal clear. I found this especially helpful when it comes to math.Even

though it's written in ordinary language, and presented in small chunks, the guide is very thorough,

covering all the subject matter on the TEAS.There are three full length practice tests, which is really

nice. You can use these to help make sure you're ready for the TEAS. Not all guides have this many

practice tests. By the way, I didn't take all three tests right in a row. I took one immediately after I

finished studying with the guide. Then I took the second one a few days later, and the third one a

few days after that, right before my actual TEAS. I wanted to make sure I was retaining what I had

learned. The practice tests were pretty similar to the real thing; this is one of the best things about

the guide.CONS:There were a few typos. Not many at all, and no major ones, but I'm a perfectionist

and these things jump out at me.The guide could stand to be about 5% shorter. There was some

occasional repetition and fluff.The distribution of the question types on the practice test didn't line up

exactly with the question types on the actual TEAS. But they were pretty close, and as I said, the



practice tests made a huge difference.CONCLUSION:I highly recommend this guide for anyone who

needs to take the TEAS. Am I saying you'll ace the TEAS if you buy this book? No, not necessarily.

Especially if you only start studying right before you take the test. I didn't just read the guide; I put a

lot of time and effort into actually studying with it. You can't do that in a couple of last minute cram

sessions. I'm saying that this book helped me do well on the exam. It will probably do the same for

anyone who's serious about prepping for the TEAS.

Just took the TEAS exam at the end of January. Scored decently well, but this is not the only study

material I used. This book does not go into the depth it should in some of the areas on the exam. I

thought I was set, but did not do so well in two areas because the study material was TOO EASY

(scored 90s on the practice tests and then scored a 60 one of the sections). Just be prepared to buy

something supplemental if you haven't taken a science course for a while.

really good book for study guide.
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